Origin of the two mRNA species for the human neurofilament light gene.
The human neurofilament light (hNF-L) gene yields two major species of mRNAs of 2.4 and 3.8 kilobases (kb) in size. To investigate the origin of these two mRNAs, we have analyzed in transgenic mice the expression of hNF-L DNA fragments including different lengths of 5'-flanking regions. The finding that the 3.8-kb mRNA species is produced by a hNF-L transgene that includes only the proximal promoter region (-0.3 kb) demonstrates that both the 2.4- and 3.8-kb mRNAs are derived from the same site of transcription initiation. Sequencing of the 3' untranslated region of the hNF-L gene revealed the presence of multiple AATAAA polyadenylation signals. We conclude from Northern blotting experiments using probes spanning various regions of the hNF-L gene that the 2.4- and 3.8-kb mRNAs originate from the selective use of polyadenylation signals located 1.4 kb apart.